
ASSIGNMENT TWO PART A 

My response to a close reading of the following extract from Holes by Louis Sachar. 
 

“There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. There was once a very large lake here, the largest lake in 
Texas. That was over a hundred years ago. Now it is just a dry, flat wasteland. 
 There used to be a town of Green Lake as well. The town shrivelled and dried up along with 
the lake, and the people who lived there. 

During the summer the daytime temperature hovers around ninety-five degrees in the shade 
- if you can find any shade. There’s not much shade in a big dry lake. 
 The only trees are two old oaks on the eastern edge of the “lake”. A hammock is stretched 
between the two trees, and a log cabin stands behind that. 
 The campers are forbidden to lie in the hammock. It belongs to the Warden. The Warden 
owns the shade. 
 Out on the lake, rattlesnakes and scorpions find shade under rocks and in the holes dug by 
the campers. 

Here’s a good rule to remember about rattlesnakes and scorpions. If you don’t bother them, 
they won’t bother you. 
 Usually. 

Being bitten by a scorpion is not the worst that can happen to you. You won’t die. 
Usually.”  
 
(196 words) 

   
(Sachar, 1998, p. 3 & 4) 

 
This extract forms the overwhelming majority of the opening chapter entitled You are entering Camp 
Green Lake. It should be noted that the book was written for young adults. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
On his website, Sachar writes, “While every other story I'd written had begun with the characters, to 
me this story has always been about a place—Camp Green Lake. The story began with the place, and 
the characters and plot grew out of it.” 
 
Given the significance of the sense of place, I will start by examining what the extract tells us about 
Camp Green Lake. I will then look at the references to time as well as other themes and conclude by 
considering Sachar’s writing.  
 
THEMES 
 
Place 
 
With four short opening sentences, Sachar presents a bleak image of Camp Green Lake as a hot 
empty expanse of land defined by its absence of water. Not only was there a lake a hundred years 
ago, it was the largest lake in Texas. Thus Sachar also brings a sense of mystery to the place. How 
could the largest lake in Texas disappear completely?  
 
The two sentences that follow tell us that there was a town which has gone (along with its 
inhabitants). Did the town shrivel up because the lake did? Who were the people there and where 
did they go? 



 
In the first six sentences the word lake appears six times. Alliteration is used twice to describe the 
lake as a large lake and also as the largest lake (in Texas).  This alliteration and repetition is ironic. It 
not only reminds us that there is no lake but there is, therefore, no water.  
 
If the first six sentences emphasise water and mystery, then the next two focus on the heat of the 
place. The repetition of the word shade is also ironic; there is very little shade. 
 
Having painted a picture of shadeless and waterless heat, Sachar uses the next few sentences to tell 
us there are inhabitants of this unforgiving environment. There is mention of a warden and campers. 
The Warden has sole use of the hammock suspended between the only two trees in the “lake”. The 
campers are forbidden from using the hammock. So this inhospitable place has campers and a 
warden who is in charge. Again the reader is hooked. Why would campers be here? Are they here 
voluntarily? 
 
In this extract Sachar goes on to mention two other inhabitants; rattlesnakes and scorpions. In so 
doing we also find out that the campers dig holes. What for? Are they looking for something? And 
why would a camp be situated in this place when there are also scorpions and rattlesnakes? The 
mystery of the place has just deepened.  
 
At this point, Sachar changes his style. Still an omniscient narrator, he now writes in the second 
person. We readers are now being given information about the dangers posed by scorpions and 
rattlesnakes. We are being drawn into this hideous place and so the reader is now getting a visceral 
experience about the camp. Some readers might even consider a hot, dry, waterless place inhabited 
by scorpions and snakes to be close to a vision of hell. That allusion introduces a sense of judgement 
to this opening. If this place is like hell, have the “campers” done something wrong? 
 
This is an interesting contrast to the opening of McCarthy’s The Road (which was used in an earlier 
exercise). Where The Road opens with two unnamed characters with whom the readers can 
immediately identify, Sachar has opted to use his narrator’s voice as the means by which readers 
gain a more tangible connection with the camp. 
         
Time 
 
In the second and third sentences, Sachar tells us that there was a lake but that was “...over a 
hundred years ago.” It was not just “a long time ago”, it is specific. By implication we are in a 
contemporary setting, but the past has been imbued with some significance by giving us such a clear 
time frame. Sachar tells us of the existence of an inhabited town at that time. Despite the simplicity 
and clarity of the language, Sachar is hinting with great subtlety to the reader. Is it possible that this 
vision of hell represents some judgement on the actions of the town’s people of the past?  
   
The conclusion of the introduction 
 
The opening chapter contains an additional eight sentences to the extract above, offering two 
important pieces of information. Firstly, we are advised that campers will sometimes try to be a 
bitten by a scorpion or rattlesnake. Sachar explains, “Then he will get to spend a day or two in 
recovering in his tent, instead of having to dig a hole out on the lake.” So this vision of hell is 
emphasised by the fact that some campers would rather suffer the bites than be digging holes. It 
also tells us the campers are male and being compelled to dig.  
 



Secondly, we are advised that there is a third creature inhabiting the lake; yellow spotted lizards. 
Their bite is fatal and “You will die a slow and painful death.” Again, Sachar uses the second person 
to draw the reader into the situation of the campers.  
 
Camp Green Lake 
 
Although the introduction implies a contemporary setting there is nothing about Camp Green Lake 
which indicates a contemporary setting. Apart from scorched earth there are just two “old oak 
trees”, a hammock and a log cabin. This suggests that the contemporary time frame is not so 
important to the story. It also hints about a sense of universality in the story that is about to unfold. 
 
Other themes 
 
The book is entitled Holes, its author is American and it was first published in the USA for young 
adults. We are told that there is a Warden so we may (rightly) assume the Warden to be adult. It is 
implied then, that we recognise that the campers are boys. If they are being compelled to dig holes 
then there is a reason for the compulsion. The hell-like imagery and association with judgement 
implies the boys are being punished; in other words it is some form of detention camp. Given the 
religious imagery and the timescale of the drying up of the lake, combined with America’s Christian 
culture (71% of adults in the USA identify themselves as Christian - Pew Research Foundation, 2014), 
this reminds us of the biblical quote that the sins of the father are visited on the son. Mystery is 
heaped upon mystery! What are the sins of the father(s) and what relevance do they have to this 
situation? 
 
Digging also suggests a search, and so we are now expecting the book to reveal answers to the 
questions posed by the introduction. 
 

WRITING 
 
The Narrator 
 
As mentioned above, Sachar uses an omniscient narrator in this opening chapter. He is, however, 
very flexible with this. Within the first chapter he switches from the third person to the second 
person. Interestingly, he opens the very short second chapter with a question to the reader but in 
the third person; “The reader is probably asking: Why would anyone go to Camp Green Lake?”  
 
For the majority of the book, Sachar uses the third person limited to the point of view of the main 
protagonist. He does maintain flexibility and is happy to switch to the omniscient narrator when the 
story demands it. 
 
Characters 
 
By the end of the extract we have garnered little information about the characters. There is an adult 
warden who “owns the shade”. The campers are boys and are compelled to dig holes. Sachar writing 
encourages us to infer from his writing a sense of good and bad through his use of religious imagery 
and so it seems that the Warden is going to be an antagonist and the boys the protagonists. But a 
sense of history hangs over Camp Green Lake. 
 
  



Style 
 
The sentences in the opening are short. In part this may be due to it being targeted at young adults. 
The sparse details however, enhance the mood of danger and mystery at the camp. It also gives the 
introduction a sense of pace, with a lot of information given or implied and a number of questions 
posed.    
 
The Plot 
 
Whilst the reader might expect the boys’ digging to uncover the truth, there is little apart from time 
that hints at how the story will unfold.  
 
It is a tale that will be told over three strands of time; the present and two from the past. As these 
strands are presented to the reader it is difficult not to be impressed by the author’s skill. His 
weaving of the three strands of time introduces the reader to a rich variety of characters in various 
settings. As each strand completes and resolves its own story, so every question raised by the 
introduction is answered. 
 
Good and Bad 
 
Each strand also carries an underlying moral quality that relates back to that sense of judgement 
implied in the opening chapter. Broken promises, superficial understanding of love, racism, sexism, 
the power of money and the treatment of child “criminals” all get some sort of airing but with 
subtlety.     

 
CONCLUSION 
 
A close read of the introduction to Holes presents readers with a vision of hell on earth where boys 
are compelled to dig holes. A sense of history and an uncomfortable feeling of judgement hang over 
Camp Green Lake, both of which raise many and various questions in their wake. In an opening 
chapter of less than 250 words Sachar sets up a complex and compelling story. If the extract is 
testimony to the quality of his writing, the book is proof of the genius of his story-telling.   
 
It comes as no surprise that Holes won many awards including the 1999 Newbery Medal and the 
1998 National Book Award for Young People's Literature. 
 Joe Haywood (516004) 14/08/2017 
 
Microsoft Word count (excl. title, extract and bibliography) 1,607 
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ASSIGNMENT TWO PART B 

Creative Reading - Reflection 

Broadly speaking my reflections fall into three parts. I will consider each of them in turn. 
 
1. The difficult part 
 
I found the thoughts and pieces discussed in Hazel Smith’s essay, Creative Writing and the New 
Media’ quite inaccessible. I am happy that I am getting used to academic writing, rather it was the 
content that I found challenging. An example of this would be Wide and Wildly Branded by Jason 
Nelson. I am happy that it fits my definition of art, but I could not see its relevance in a 
creative/writing context. Whilst I was happy that the text was a key part of it, the graphics, music 
and video made it feel much more like a multi-media piece to me. Equally, the movement of text to 
electronic devices offers writers extraordinary opportunities to integrate their text with images, 
video, animation and whatever else is on the internet. Perhaps the key point is that the boundaries 
between different types of creative art are becoming increasingly blurred and so ultimately 
categorisation will have little or no value. 
 
2. The surprising part 
 
I enjoyed English Literature at school and achieved a decent enough mark at O-Level. I was not, 
however, particularly interested or excited by poetry. Reading Fern Hill and finding Symphony in 
Yellow by Oscar Wilde have changed that! I also particularly enjoyed studying Skellig in a new light. 
The close reading was very stimulating and has made me marvel even more at the skills of authors 
and appreciate poetry in a way I had never done so before. 
 
3. The not so familiar part 
 
Over a number of years, I have been learning to write children’s fiction. To that end I completed a 
short introductory distance learning course run by the London School of Journalism some time ago. I 
also completed a short OU unit on writing fiction for children. When I then started writing a book for 
young adults, I used a literary consultant for advice. I therefore expected to be familiar with the 
concepts to be covered in this part of the course. In fact this was something of a revelation. 
Although I am familiar with concepts such as plotting, the emotional arc and the characters that 
make up a story, I had not come across Vogler’s 12 stages of a story. It was fascinating to apply them 
to Shakespeare in Love. It is a sophisticated film underpinned by a clever screenplay. I did not expect 
the 12 stages to fit quite so easily onto the film’s plot. 
 
Similarly I had never applied close-reading techniques to prose and to do so was an absolute delight. 
The analysis of the introduction to The Road was particularly valuable as I had never really 
considered the linguistic and stylistic aspects of the book when I read it a decade ago.    
 
In short, this section of the course has offered me another chance to open my mind, explore the 
unfamiliar but also to see the familiar in a new light.      
    

(499 words) 


